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Abstract. The paper overviews stochastic optimization models of actuarial mathematics and
methods for their solution from the point of view of the methodology of multicriteria stochastic
programming and optimal control. The evolution of the capital of an insurance company is
considered in discrete time. The main random parameters of the models are insurance payouts,
i.e., the ratios of paid insurance claims to the corresponding premiums per unit time. Optimization
variables are the structure of the insurance portfolio (gross premium structure) and amount of
dividends. As efficiency criteria, indicators of the profitability of the insurance business are used,
and, as risk indicators the ruin probability and the recourse capital necessary to prevent the ruin are
taken. The goal of the optimization is to find Pareto-optimal solutions. Methods for finding these
solutions are proposed.
Keywords: actuarial mathematics, risk process, ruin probability, stochastic programming,
multicriteria problems, two-stage problems, probability constraints, stochastic optimal control.
INTRODUCTION
Traditional theory of optimal insurance is based on the expected utility theory [1, 2]. An alternative approach is
based on profitability and/or risk optimization [3–11]. As a risk indicator, ruin probability (insolvency probability)
is most often used; an extensive literature [12–14] is devoted to its estimation and computing. Difficulty of the
optimization problems that arise in this case can be explained by the fact that they belong to the class of nonconvex
problems of stochastic programming or stochastic optimal control under probability constraints. The stochastic
programming theory is intended to formalize problems of decision-making under stochastic uncertainty [15–18]. In the
present paper, we will use model examples to show how one can formulate and numerically solve problems of insurance
business optimization by several criteria within the limits of the paradigm of computing stochastic programming [19].
Unlike the classical Kramer–Lundberg model, in the paper we will consider the process of stochastic evolution of
the capital of an insurance company in discrete time, which is justified by discrete time (quarter, annual) reporting of the
companies on the results of their activity. The main source of randomness in insurance is insurance claims, which appear
at random instants of time and are of random size. In the considered models with discrete time, the main random variable
is insurance payouts: payment-to-premium ratio per unit time (year, quarter). The dynamics of making optimal decisions
in these models is reflected in two- and multi-stage structure of stochastic programming models, as well as in multiple
stages of stochastic dynamic programming models. In the paper, we will propose a number of new methods to solve the
stochastic optimization problems that occur. In more detail, these problems are analyzed in [20].
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THE E-MODEL OF STOCHASTIC PROGRAMMING
Let us consider the following conceptual model of an insurance company. Let u  0 denote an insurance reserve
from some feasible setU , x X be planned volume of insurance contracts (in money terms) from a feasible set X ,   0
be insurance load, c x( ) be net premium on insurance contracts (gross premium ( )1  x minus operating costs to
keep the contract volume at the level x),   0 be (random) loss ratio of the insurance business (with the distribution
function F ( ) ), i.e., a random value of insurance claims corresponding to unit premium. In actuarial statistics,  is
called payout level [21]. Stochastic programming theory considers the so-called two-stage decision-making model.
As applied to actuarial modeling, it looks as follows: at the first stage, a deterministic solution ( , )u x is made and at the
second stage  is observed, i.e., the value of insurance claims x becomes known. The objective of the business is to
maximize dividends d , which can be both deterministic or random, depending on the statement. Let the decision about
dividends be made before insurance claims x become finally known. Thus, if company’s capital is u at the first stage,
then at the second stage it is a random variable
f u x d u c x d x( , , , ) ( )     , (1)
which can be both positive or negative. In the latter case, insolvency of the company is said to occur. Within the
limits of the standard stochastic programming theory, it is assumed that the insolvency problem can be solved by
borrowing a capital of the value ( min , ( ) )   { }0 u c x d x multiplied by insolvency penalty coefficient q  0 (it is
natural to suppose that q  1). Then the problem of making a decision about the values of u x d, , and is to
maximize the total expected income (E-problem):
F u x q d q u c x d x
u x W U X d
( , , ) min , ( ) max
( , ) ,











is operator of expectation with respect to . If the constraint set W U X
  is single-point, i.e., u xand are
fixed, then as a matter of fact problem (2) is only related to choosing prepaid dividends d . For a fixed parameter q and
a concave function c x( ), problem (2) is a convex stochastic programming problem and various methods exist for its
solution [15–19]. Let ( , , )
* * *u x d be the optimal solution of problem (2). For some values of , insolvency of the
company may take place, f u x d( , , , )* * *   0, or in other words, the probability of insolvency Pr { }f u x d( , , , )* * *   0
is greater than zero. However, by increasing the penalty coefficient q, it is possible to attain desirable reduction of this
probability [22].
THE P-MODEL OF STOCHASTIC PROGRAMMING
There are also other statements of stochastic programming problems, for example, so-called P-problems [17]. Let
us use the notation from the previous section and consider the problem
d





( , ) , 0
(3)
under the probability constraint
Pr { }u c x x d    ( )  0 , (4)
where Pr { } is the probability of the event in curly brackets and  is the parameter of reliability of the insurance
business, 0 1  . Unlike (2), the model (3), (4) allows explicit control of the insolvency probability but appears
nonconvex. Indeed, denote by F z z( )  Pr { } the distribution function of random variable . Then
Pr { } Pr { }u c x d x u c x d x F u c x d           ( ) ( ( ) ) / (( ( ) 0 1 ) / )x
and thus we can rearrange the constraint as
F u c x d x(( ( ) ) / )   1  . (5)
From here, it can be seen that constraint (5) and hence (4) can be nonconvex, which considerably complicates the
solution of problem (3), (4).
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MODELING THE INSURANCE PORTFOLIO
In insurance, portfolio means the structure of insurance premium with respect to different aspects of insurance. We
will describe insurance portfolio by the vector x X with components ( , , )x xn1  , where X is the set of feasible










0 1: , with a fixed nominal cost w. Denote by c xi( ) and  i net profit and
random unprofitability of the ith kind of insurance (for example, in annual expression),    ( , , )
1
 n . Then similarly
to (1), for the initial capital u and dividend payouts d , random capital at the year end will be











Problems of insurance portfolio optimization can be formulated similarly to (2):
F u x q d q f u x d
u x W U X d
( , , ) min , ( , , , ) max









or similarly to (3), (4):
d





( , ) , 0
, (7)
Pr { }f u x d( , , , )  0 . (8)
In the multidimentional case, the probability constraint (8) cannot be expressed in terms of distribution function like
in (5); therefore, problem (7), (8) needs special solution techniques to be developed.
REDUCING THE P-MODEL OF STOCHASTIC PROGRAMMING TO PARTIALLY
INTEGER OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS
If random variable  takes only a finite number of values (scenarios) { } 
1
, , k with probabilities { }p pk1, , ,
then it is possible to reduce problem (3), (4) to a partially integer programming problem in an equivalent way. Let
z z zk { }1, , be a set of Boolean variables and M be a sufficiently big constant. Then problem (3), (4) is equivalent to
the following partially integer programming problem:
d















u c x d x M z i ki i      ( ) ( ), , , 1 1  . (11)
Here, constraint (10) means that total probability of the scenarios i for which zi 1 is greater than or equal to
( )1  . For zi 1, the respective constraint u c x d x M zi i     ( ) ( ) 1 will be transformed to the inequality
u c x ( ) d xi  0, and for zi  0 it becomes the inequality u c x d x Mi    ( )  and since M is large, it holds
automatically, i.e., is not limiting. Thus, constraints (10) and (11) in aggregate yield the probability constraint (4).
Such an approach to reducing a problem with probability constraint to a partially integer programming problem
(for the first time, it was proposed in [23], see also [24]) is applied in [9, 20] to insurance portfolio optimization
under a constraint for company’s ruin probability.
VECTOR PROBLEM OF STOCHASTIC PROGRAMMING
The problem of insurance business optimization can be considered as a multicriteria one. For example, instead of
problems (2) and (3), (4), it is possible to consider the following two-criteria problems:
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f u x d d
u x W d
1
0
( , , ) max




f u x d u c x d x
u x W d
2
0
0( , , ) min , ( ) min
( , ) ,





where the second criterion f u x d
2
( , , ) means average capital deficit at the time of ruin,
f u x d d
u x W d
1
0
( , , ) max




f u x d u c x d x
u x W d
3
0
0( , , ) ( ) min
( , ) ,
     	
 
Pr { } . (15)
Effective boundary of the first problem (12), (13) in the plane “profitability–risk” ( , )f f
1 2
is defined by the
function
F d f u x d d x u
u x W u x W
2
2
0( ) min ( , , ) min max ,
( , ) ( , )




  c x( )} . (16)
If c x( ) is a linear or concave function, then (16) is a convex stochastic programming problem [15, 16, 18].




F d f u x d u c x d x
u x W u x W
3
3
( ) min ( , , ) min ( )
( , ) ( , )
    
 
Pr {   0}. (17)
This problem is a nonconvex stochastic programming problem. In case of scalar  and x, we get
F d F u c x d x
u x W
3
1( ) min [ (( ( ) ) / )]
( , )
   

,
where F ( ) is the distribution function of random variable .
If the random variable  takes a finite set of values (scenarios) { } 
1
, ..., n with probabilities { }p pn1, , , then
problem (17) similarly reduces to a partially integer programming problem [24]. Indeed, let us introduce Boolean













( , ) , ,{ }
,
u c x d x M z i ni i      ( ) ( ), , , 1 1  ,
where M is a sufficiently big constant. In this problem, non-ruin probability is maximized; therefore, it is equivalent
to problem (17).
THE MODEL OF STOCHASTIC PROGRAMMING WITH DECISIVE STRATEGIES
Let us consider the case where decision about dividend payout is made after insurance claims x become known.
In this case, dividends d d ( ) can be an arbitrary measurable function of company’s capital u c x x ( )  . Then the
problem (3), (4) becomes
E

d u c x x
u x W d
( ( ) ) max




under the probability constraint
Pr { }u c x x d u c x x      ( ) ( ( ) )  0 , (19)
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where optimization is performed not only with respect to the variables u and x but also with respect to all (Borel)
measurable functions d( )  0. This problem is infinite-dimensional; to solve it, it is necessary to look over all
possible measurable functions d( ) together with all feasible values u and x. One of the possible approaches to its
approximate solution is to represent the parametric form of function d( ) . For example, it is possible to be restricted
to so-called threshold strategies d y y( , ) max ,   { }0 , where y is the parameter of threshold value. The choice of the
threshold strategy of dividend payout means that if company’s capital is less than a threshold, dividends are not
subtracted from the capital, and if the capital is greater than the threshold, the part of the capital exceeding the
threshold is subtracted as the dividends. Other kinds of dividend strategies, generally dependent on the finite-
dimensional vector parameter y, are also possible. When function d y( , ) is substituted into the problem (18), (19),
the problem is transformed into the finite-dimensional problem
E E { }

  d u c x x y u c x x y
u x W
( ( ) , ) max , ( ( ) ) max
( , )





under the probability constraint
Pr { { } }u c x x u c x x y       ( ) max , ( ( ) )  0 0 (21)
and can be solved by direct-search (evolutionary) algorithms. Vector problems (12)–(15) can be re-formulated in the
same way. Such approach to solution of complex dynamic problems of stochastic optimal control of the dividend
strategy of insurance company is applied in [25].
DYNAMIC MODELS OF STOCHASTIC PROGRAMMING
Let reserves of the insurance company X
t
vary with (discrete) time t  0 1, , according to the following relation:
X X c x d X y x X u t
t t t t
     
1 0
0 1( ) ( , ) , , , ,  (22)
Here, x is nominal value of the insurance portfolio; c x( ) is deterministic inflows of premiums per unit time from the
insurance portfolio x; d X y X
t t
( , ) [ , ] 0 is a dividend strategy as a function of the current capital and parameter y;
{ }
t
t, , , 0 1  are independent equally distributed (like some random variable  with the distribution function F )
observations of insurance payouts. Process (22) is called a risk process. By a ruin (or insolvency) event of a risk
process, we will understand implementations of process (22) such that X
t
 0 for some t  0. Denote by 
t
u( )





u X k t X u( ) , ,    Pr { }0 0
0
,
where Pr { } is probability of the event in curly brackets. Function  depends not only on u but also on the other
parameters ( , )x y of process (22). However, in the given context, this dependence is not specified explicitly.
The sequence of functions { }
t
t( ), , ,  0 1  satisfies the integral relations
 
1
0( ) ( ) ( )u u c x d u x    Pr { }




u u c x d u x t

    
1




is the operator of expectation (Lebesgue integral with respect to the measure induced by the random
variable ), F z z( )  Pr { } ; by definition, 
t
u( )  0 for u 0 for all t .
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INTEGRAL EQUATIONS OF ACTUARIAL MATHEMATICS
For a fixed x, the probability of non-ruin of process (22) on the infinite time interval
( ) ,u X t X u
t
    Pr { }0 0
0
satisfies the (integral) equation
  

( ) ( ( ) ( ) )u u c x d u x    E
{ } 
  
: ( ) ( )
( ( ) ( ) ) ( )
u c x d u x
u c x d u x dF
   




where by definition ( )u  0 for u 0. This is a linear integral equation that always has a zero solution. However,
of interest are conditions whereby there exists a nondecreasing solution ( ) such that





The studies [20, 26] analyze the properties of such equations and conditions of the existence and uniqueness of
such solution. As a matter of fact, relations (23) and (24) determine the method of successive approximations for solution
of the integral equation (25).
Note that the operator A u u c x d u x  

( ) ( ( ) ( ) )   E on the right-hand side of (25) is non-expanding with
respect to the sup-norm:
| | | | | ( , ) ( , ) |A A A u x A u x
u
















| ( ( ) ( ) , ) ( ( ) ( )
 
    , ) |x




   
u




| ( ( ) ( ) , ) ( ( ) ( ) , ) |




     
y
y x y x
0
1
2 1 2 1 2
| ( , ) ( , )| | | | | | | | | .
However, this operator is not contracting; therefore, existence and uniqueness of the solution of Eq. (25), as well
as convergence of the method of successive approximations (23), (24), cannot be deduced from the principle of
contracting mappings.
NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR THE EXISTENCE
AND UNIQUENESS OF THE SOLUTIONS OF INTEGRAL EQUATIONS
OF ACTUARIAL MATHEMATICS
Let A u u c x d x  

( ) ( ( ) )   E be the operator on the right-hand side of (25), where x and d are fixed
parameters. Assume that the random variable  is bounded,   m with probability one. Let us find function 
*
( )u such
that A u u 
* *
( ) ( ) has the form 
*
( )





{ }0 1 , where L and u
*
are the unknown constants.
The following estimates are true:
A u e dF
u c x d x




( ( ) )/
( ( ) )
( ) ( ) ( )
* 
 









F u c x d x e e
L u u
u c x d x
L x d c
(( ( ) ) / )
( )








   
   
 
F u c x d x e e dF
L u u L x d c x
(( ( ) ) / ) ( )






Let us find u
*
and L such that the following conditions are satisfied:
( ( ) ) /
*
u c x d x m   , e dF









then from (27) for u u
*

















{ }0 1 e u
L u u
 . This condition is necessary and sufficient for the existence of the solution of
problem (25), (26) [26].















A u dF F u c x d x
u c x d x
1( ) ( ) (( ( ) ) / )
( ( ) )/





If F y( ) 1 for all y, then A u1( ) 1 for all u  0. This condition is sufficient for the uniqueness of the solution of
problem (25), (26). The necessary conditions for the uniqueness of the solution (of this kind) are presented in [26].
DISCOUNTED PARAMETERS OF OPERATION
For process (22), let us consider a number of additive functionals of utility and risk. Let at each step process (22)
be characterized by the parameter r( , )  , then we will define the functional, additive in the trajectory of the process












where 0 1  , the expectation E can be calculated over all possible trajectories of the process, and  is a random
instant of time of ruin of the process, i.e.,
  
 





Note that function V u x y( , , ) depends on the parameters ( , , )u x y of process (22) but it does not contain any
operations of supremum or infimum unlike the standard Bellman optimality function. If function r( ) grows no
faster than linear one, then function V x y( , , ) satisfies the equation [27]
V u x y r u V u c x d u y x x y( , , ) ( , ) ( ( ) ( , ) , , )    E E
 
   , (28)
where V u x y( , , )  0 for u 0. Note that unlike the standard Bellman equation, the right-hand side of (28) does not
contain any operations of supremum or infimum.
If r( ) is upper semicontinuous and c x( ) and d u y( , ) are continuous in their arguments, then V u x y( , , ) is upper
semicontinuous and for each fixed pair ( , )x y , its values can be found by the method of successive approximations [27]:
V u x y r u V u c x d u y x x y
k k
    
1
( , , ) ( ) ( ( ) ( , ) , , ) 

E ,
V u x y
0




















then average discounted dividends till the moment of ruin can be expressed as












and function V x y
0
( , , ) satisfies the equation
V u x y d u y V u c x d u y x x y
0 0





















then average discounted lifetime of the process












V u x y V u c x d u y x x y
1 1






























then (discounted) ruin probability
V u x y
t
t






( , , )









V u x y V u c x d uu c x d u y x
2
0 2
( , , ) ( ( ) (
( ) ( , )
   
   
E E
{ }  
1 , ) , , )y x x y 
       ( (( ( ) ( , )) / ) ( ( ) ( , ) , ,1
2
F u c x d u y x V u c x d u y x x 

E y),
where F z z( )  Pr { } .
OPTIMAL VECTOR CONTROL OF THE RISK PROCESS
The problem of optimal vector control of the risk process (22) is to find non-dominating values of the vector
parameter

V( , , ) ( , , ),u x y V u x yi { i  0 1, , ...}:

V( , , )
( , ) ,
u x y u x W y Y	  extr ,
(30)
as well as respective Pareto-optimal values of parameters ( , , )u x y , where u denotes initial value of the risk process (22),
x describes the structure of insurance portfolio, and parameter y determines the choice of dividend strategy. For
example, from heuristic reasons, for numerical approximation of Pareto-optimal boundary, so-called
threshold-proportional strategies of control of dividend deductions is considered, i.e., d x y( , )  y x y
1 2
0max ,{ } ,




0 1[ , ], y
2
0 .
The complexity of this problem is that, first, the parameters V u x yi ( , , ) are not known in explicit form and are
solutions of respective integral equations; second, these parameters can be nonconvex functions; third, respective
Pareto-optimal set may have rather complicated structure.
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The values of functionsV u x yi ( , , ) can be found by the method of successive approximations (29) or by the method
of statistical trials, in particular, by their parallel versions.
For small dimensions of the vector of parameters ( , , )u x y , problem (30) can be solved approximately by means of




and solutions of the discrete problem of vector
optimization

V( , , )
( , ) ,
u x y




Such method of solution of vector optimization problems is considered in [28] and its convergence is analyzed
in [29–31].
CONCLUSIONS
In the paper, we have reviewed the conceptual optimization models of insurance activity based on the paradigm of
stochastic programming. Operation of insurance companies can be described by a random process of evolution of capital
in discrete time. The main random factor of evolution is insurance claims. The main characteristics of operation of
companies are indicators of average efficiency (for example, of expected profitability) and risk indicators (for example,
insolvency probability or the value of the necessary borrowed capital). We have considered one-, two-, and multi-stage
models, as well as multicriteria statements. The complexity of optimization problems that arise is caused by not only
random parameters but also non-convexity of the problems. Moreover, insurance company operation indicators are not
known in explicit form and are either multidimensional integrals of the type of expectation or solutions of integral
equations of actuarial mathematics. These circumstances transform the problem of optimization of insurance activity into
a complicated computing problem. In the paper, we have proposed approaches to solution of these problems on the basis
of the methods of stochastic programming, integer programming, multicriteria optimization, and dynamic programming.
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